Display Copy of Essay Format

ESSAY
Student’s Name
Grade ??
School Name
Teacher’s Name

Title
Body of essay: written in a minimum of 12 font size and double spaced. May be done on colored or decorative paper 8 ½” x 11”. DO NOT USE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET. Label pages numerically if essay consists of 2 or more pages.

Judge’s Copy of Essay Format

ESSAY
Grade ??

Title
Body of essay: written in minimum of 12 font size and double spaced on plain white paper 8 ½” x 11”. DO NOT USE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET. Label pages numerically if essay consists of 2 or more pages.

Display Copy of Poetry Format

POETRY
Student’s Name
Grade ??
School Name
Teacher’s Name

Title
Body of Poem
May be done on colored or decorative paper 8 ½” x 11”

Judge’s Copy of Poetry Format

POETRY
Grade ??

Title
Body of Poem
Must be on plain white paper 8 ½” x 11”

Display Copy of Short Story

SHORT STORY
Student’s Name
Grade ??
School Name
Teacher’s Name

Title
Body of short story: written in minimum 12 font size and double spaced. May be done on colored or decorative paper 8 ½” x 11”. DO NOT USE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET. Label pages numerically if short story consists of 2 or more pages.

Judge’s Copy of Short Story

SHORT STORY
Grade ??

Title
Body of short story: written in minimum 12 font size and double spaced on plain white paper 8 ½” x 11”. DO NOT USE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET. Label pages numerically if short story consists of 2 or more pages.